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by weighting repeated indications of risky driving
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Executive
Summary
VUE is an industry-leading Video Telematics provider
with over 20 years’ experience in vehicle video and
tracking. Our journey, from our start in 1999 until now,
has been shaped by our mission to increase fleet
safety. We have fitted countless fleets with Video
Telematics and safety equipment which has increased
driver safety and reduced incident frequency. We
know how devastating road accidents can be, and how
many lives it takes and destroys every day. We work
with our fleets to understand how these accidents
occur and determine how to best prevent them.
That’s why we’ve updated the way we calculate Driver
Style Scores on VUEconnected and the VUEdrive App
to make them even more accurate. We now weight
repeated indications of risky driving when calculating
the Driver Style Scores for Acceleration, Braking,
Cornering and Speeding to more accurately represent
driving behaviour. We also give drivers a Daily VUE
Score, a number from one to one hundred, and a
VUEstar Rating of one to five stars. This whitepaper
will give an in-depth explanation of how we calculate
these new Driver Style Scores, the Daily VUE Score
and VUEstar Ratings.

Our way of calculating the Driver Style Scores for
Acceleration, Braking and Cornering is by
weighting three factors: the difference of each
event to the basic threshold, the vehicle category
and the consistency of unsafe driving events.
Using these values, fleet managers can better
understand the performance of their drivers, reward
great drivers and identify areas where their fleet can
improve driving to prevent future accidents.
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Introduction

What’s happening on
our roads?
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Road accidents
in context
There were

From June 2018-19,

On average,

reported road
accidents in
2018.

people were killed or
seriously injured in
road traffic accidents.

people die on
Britain’s roads
every day.
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27,820

84,968
1

2
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“There’s no such thing
as an accident.”
Whilst this statement might not be entirely
accurate, there’s no denying the majority of
incidents on the roads are caused by driver error.

In accidents involving a driver driving for work, every week

10
95%
108
76%

people are killed

According to ROSPA 95% of all road
accidents involve some human error.

people are
seriously injured

In 76% of incidents human
error was solely to blame. 4
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Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors in reported accidents by severity, Great Britain
Department for Transport – ‘Reported road casualties in Great Britain: provisional estimates year ending June 2019’
www.brake.org.uk – ‘UK Road Casualties’
www.rospa.com – ‘FAQ What are the most common causes of road accidents’
Department for Transport – ‘Reported casualties in accidents, by journey purpose and casualty type, Great Britain, 2013-2018’

Let’s look at
the facts...
Many accidents happen due to poor driving behaviour
including failure to look properly, poor manoeuvring and
aggressive, reckless and careless driving.

Failed to look properly

Failure to look properly was the most frequently reported
contributory factor and it was reported in 40% of all accidents
reported to the police in 2018.

40%
of all accidents

Poor turning or
manoeuvring

13%

Aggressive, careless
or reckless driving

25%

Driver Error

63%

of all accidents

6. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors allocated to vehicles or pedestrians in reported accidents, Great Britain, 2014-2018’
7. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors allocated to vehicles or pedestrians in reported accidents, Great Britain, 2014-2018
8. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors in reported accidents by severity, Great Britain, 2018’
9. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors in reported accidents by severity, Great Britain, 2018’
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fatalities

Driver behaviour or inexperience was reported in 22% of all
accidents and accounted for 25% of all fatalities including
aggressive, careless and reckless driving.

Driver or rider error was reported in 67% of all reported
accidents and accounted for 63% of all fatalities. This includes
‘poor turns or manoeuvres’, ‘failure to look properly' and
‘failure to judge another person’s path’.
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fatalities
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Some food
for thought

39%

314

Road crashes account for 39% of work
related deaths in the European Union.10

Around 314 people die each year because
someone exceeded the speed limit or
drove too fast for their conditions.11

252
Nearly a quarter of all deaths involving
vehicles at work occur during reversing.12

Road crash costs equal

28% £8.6b

1-3%
of gross domestic
product (GDP).

252 people die each year because someone
was ‘careless, reckless or in a hurry’ and 114
people die because of ‘aggressive driving’.13
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Personal injury costs make up 28% of all
motor claim costs. £8.6 billion was paid
out in motor claims in 2018, roughly £2.4
billion in personal injury costs.15

At work road crashes are estimated to cost UK employers more than

£2.7 Billion a year
06
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10. Reducing Road Safety Risk Driving For Work and to Work in the EU, European Transport Safety Council (ETSC)
11. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors in reported accidents by severity, Great Britain, 2018’
12. www.hse.gov.uk – Health and Safety Executive Reversing Factsheet
13. Department for Transport – ‘Contributory factors in reported accidents by severity, Great Britain, 2018’
14. www.rospa.com – ‘Safe System Approach’
15. www.abi.org.uk – ‘Surge in vehicle crime fuels record amounts paid out by UK motor insurers’
16. Association of British Insurers – ‘Insurance for small businesses: a guide to protecting your business

Calculating
The Four
Driving
Style
Scores
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Understanding
the statistics
All of our VUEtech devices (including our VMC range
and trackers) have a built-in Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver. These receivers collect and
send information about the Velocity, Heading and
Timestamps of a vehicle directly to our database.
This information is essential to identifying the Driving
Style of the vehicle, which we get by calculating
these four key metrics: Acceleration, Braking,
Cornering and Speeding.
This is how we determine these metrics:
• • By combining the Velocity and Time we calculate how quickly the
velocity of the vehicle changes, either increasing (Acceleration) or
decreasing (Braking).
• • By combining the Velocity and Heading we calculate the
Cornering of the vehicle and can then determine how quickly and
dangerously the vehicle has taken a corner or navigated round a
bend. (See Figure 1)
• • By combining the position of the vehicle, its Velocity and how often
the driver exceeds the Speed Limit, we calculate the Speeding.
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Figure 1 illustrates that the cornering score of a vehicle
moving from point A to point B is calculated using
Trigonometry, Centripetal Force and Newton's Second Law.

How we calculate the
Four Scores
In order to represent the Driving Style of each vehicle,
we calculate four scores, one for each key metric
(Acceleration, Braking, Cornering, Speeding). Our
scores range from zero representing the worst possible
Driving Style, to 100, representing the best possible
Driving Style.
Acceleration Scores: The Acceleration Score represents how
often the driver accelerates aggressively. If their score is closer to
100, the driver is more careful with acceleration, but if their score
is closer to zero, they are accelerating more aggressively.
Braking Scores: The Braking Score is taken from our measure of
the deceleration of the vehicle. When the driver brakes in a gentle
and controlled manner, their score is closer to 100, but if they
regularly brake harshly (i.e. slam on their brakes), their score will
be low and closer to zero. This potentially indicates that they are
not paying attention to the road or are driving recklessly.
Cornering Scores: The Cornering Score represents how cautious
the driver is when turning a corner or going round a bend. The
driver is more cautious when their score is nearer to 100. They are
more aggressive and unsafe when their score is nearer to zero,
which means they have higher potential to tip over.
Speeding Scores: The Speeding Score represents how often the
driver speeds. The driver doesn’t speed when their score is closer
to 100, and speeds excessively and often when their score is
closer to zero.
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Vehicle A

Vehicle B

Vehicle C

If we look at Vehicle A, we can see that the driver tends to
accelerate and brake harshly (Acceleration Score 74 and Braking
Score 70), but doesn’t violate the speed limit frequently (Speeding
Score 87). They also have a Cornering Score of 75, which means
that they should try to reduce their speed when cornering.
You can make similar observations for the drivers in each vehicle
based on their Driving Style Scores. You can also compare their
scores to determine who has better driving behaviour. With high
scores across the board, the driver in Vehicle C is the best driver,
whereas the driver in Vehicle D has the worst driving behaviour
with the lowest scores.
Finally, one of the most important observations is that, regardless
of their scores, all of these drivers can improve their Driving Style.
It is completely in their power to take action, drive more safely and
earn higher scores on future trips.
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Vehicle D

Accuracy
Of Our
Driving
Style
Scores
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Our scores are more
accurate than ever
Our Data Science and Software Development teams
have worked hard to ensure that our new Driving Style
Scores are even more accurate and fully representative
of every driver’s behaviour and the type of vehicle they
drive.
Acceleration Scores

When we calculate the Acceleration Score, for example, we initially
identify and calculate every individual acceleration event. When
the Change in Velocity (ΔV) of two consecutive observations is
positive, the velocity has increased and acceleration has occurred.
When we calculate the final Acceleration Score, we only consider
the acceleration events that are above a basic threshold. This
threshold is a number which represents the difference between
acceptable acceleration, such as acceleration after a green light,
and unsafe driving. After that, we weight each acceleration event
based on these three factors:
• Difference of each event to the basic threshold.
• The vehicle category (Car, Van, Light Commercial Vehicle,
Heavy Goods Vehicle, Bus, Plant, Fork Lift Truck, Agricultural
Vehicle, Motorcycle, Emergency Services, etc.).
• The consistency of the unsafe acceleration events.
For example:
• A bigger ΔV in a specific period is weighted more than a smaller
ΔV in the same time.
• The same ΔV in the same period has different weights for different
vehicle categories.
• The more times a vehicle surpasses the basic threshold in a
specific route, the higher its acceleration score is weighted

Braking Scores

Regarding our Braking Score, we’d like to make it clear that braking
is not only the application of brakes on a vehicle but is any
deceleration of the vehicle. A motion is categorised as deceleration
when the Change in Velocity (ΔV) of two consecutive observations is
negative, meaning that the velocity has decreased. For that reason,
the calculation of the Braking Score follows the same process as the
Acceleration Score. The final Braking Score takes into account the
difference of all braking events to the basic threshold, the vehicle’s
category and the consistency of unsafe braking events.
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Cornering Scores

To calculate the Cornering Score, we initially identify every time a
vehicle changes heading in its unique route, which is how we
personalise the score to the route. Then, we calculate the final
Cornering Score by weighting each cornering event based on its
difference to the basic threshold of safe driving, the specific vehicle’s
category and the consistency of the unsafe cornering events.

Speeding Scores

To calculate the Speeding Score, we first identify all instances in
which the vehicle goes over the Speed Limit. Then, we weight by
distance travelled while in the Speed Limit zone and the amount of
times each vehicle exceeds the Speed Limit during its journey.
So:
• Driving 5mph above the Speed Limit in a 30mph zone will decrease
your Speeding Score more than driving 5mph above the Speed Limit in
a 70mph zone.
• 10 instances of speeding in a journey of 10km will have less impact on
your Speeding Score than 10 instances of speeding in a 2km journey.

Figure 2 illustrates how harsh acceleration and deceleration is recorded, and instances of speeding.
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Daily VUE
Score
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How we calculate
our daily score
After calculating scores for the four key metrics, we then
calculate their average value (mean), which is called a
Daily VUE Score. Drivers can see their Daily VUE Score on
the VUEdrive App to get a general sense of how well they
performed that day, and fleet managers can see these
scores on the Driver League Table in VUEconnected.
To gain a more detailed understanding of driving behaviour, you should
look at all of these Driving Style Scores and see how each driver is
behaving according to the driving goals of your fleet. Looking at only
one key metric or the Daily VUE Score is not enough to gain a detailed
picture of driving behaviour. For example, look at the table below:

All of these vehicles have the same Daily VUE Score, but in order to rank
these drivers you should focus on the goals and priorities of your fleet.
This means that:
• If your fleet’s priority is to focus on reducing excessive Acceleration and
Braking, which will help lower fuel costs, then the HGV driver has the
best Driving Style compared to others.
• However, if your fleet’s priority is to focus on improving Cornering and
reducing Speeding, which will help decrease the number of accidents
and fines, then the driver in the car has the best Driving Style.

Ultimately, it’s up to each fleet to identify what they’d like to
improve on and rank their drivers and scores accordingly.
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VUEstars Rating
One more feature that we provide on our platforms is
a VUEstars Rating for each vehicle, which is the star
rating that drivers see on their VUEdrive App and fleet
managers see in VUEconnected.
To determine the number of VUEstars, we:
1. Gather all of the Daily VUE Scores on our system for all vehicles
2. Separate these Daily VUE Scores according to their specific
vehicle category (such as vans, HGVs, etc.)
3. Assign a VUEstars Rating to each vehicle based on their
percentage score in their vehicle category

As an example, let’s look at the table below:

Fleet

Vehicle Type

Daily VUE Score

VUEstars

Vehicle A

Fleet 1

HGV

72

***

Vehicle B

Fleet 1

Van

88

***

Vehicle C

Fleet 2

Car

67

*

Although Vehicle A has a Daily VUE Score of 72 and Vehicle B has
a higher Daily VUE Score of 88, they both have three VUEstars.
This is because Vehicle A’s three VUEstars reflects their
performance as an HGV compared to all other HGVs. Vehicle B’s
three VUEstars reflects their performance as a van compared to all
other vans.
On the other hand, Vehicle C’s one VUEstar reflects their poor
performance as a car compared to all other cars in the database.
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Summary
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Summary
In summary, our new way of calculating the Driver
Style Scores for Acceleration, Braking and Cornering is
by weighting three factors: the difference of each event
to the basic threshold, the vehicle category and the
consistency of unsafe driving events.
We’ve updated the way we calculate the Driver Style Score for
Speeding by weighting the distance travelled while in the Speed
Limit zone and the amount of times each vehicle exceeds the
Speed Limit during its journey. We also provide a Daily VUE
Score which averages these values to give drivers a general
sense of how well they’ve performed that day.
Our VUEstars Rating is also valuable to look at, as it tells drivers
how well they’ve performed compared to the population of their
vehicle category (such as HGVs, LCVs, etc.) by giving them one
to five stars.
To gain a detailed understanding of driving behaviour, it’s good to
look at all of these values instead of just one. Fleet managers
should rank drivers in their fleet according to fleet goals (such as
improving Cornering or reducing aggressive Acceleration) and can
easily identify areas of improvement for their entire fleet. They can
then put measures in place, such as additional training and
reward programmes, to improve driving behaviour across the
board and reduce the number of accidents on the road.
Our team never forgets that behind every score and data point is
not just a vehicle but a human, a family. We’re immensely proud
that we help fleets improve driving behaviour so that their drivers,
and everyone else on the road, can get home safely at the end of
the day.
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More
information
Whether you're an insurance company looking to
reduce risk or a fleet owner needing to improve
efficiency we can help you achieve your objectives.
Contact us to discuss the research we undertook
in more detail and how the installation of camera
technology and coaching intervention can help
your business.
VUE group
510 Metroplex, Broadway, Salford Quays M50 2UE
0161 877 2257
VUEgroup.org
@VUEgroupUK
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